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H I G H L I G H T S

• Para-CF3-substitution of MCAT allows to selectively target SERT over DAT.• MCAT and para-CF3-MCAT are partial releasers of SERT.• The partial release evoked by para-CF3-MCAT involves the allosteric site of SERT.• The substrate permeation pathway of SERT affords different binding modes.
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A B S T R A C T

The transporters for dopamine (DAT) and serotonin (SERT) are important targets in the treatment of psychiatric
disorders including major depression, anxiety and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. Drugs acting at these
transporters can act as inhibitors or as releasers. In addition, it has been recently appreciated that some com-
pounds are less efficacious releasers than amphetamine. Thus, they are classified as partial releasers. Compounds
can act on both SERT and DAT or display exquisite selectivity for either SERT or DAT, but the structural basis for
selectivity is poorly understood. The trifluoromethyl-substitution of methcathinone in the para-position has been
shown to dramatically shift the selectivity of methcathinone (MCAT) towards SERT. Here, we examined MCAT,
para-trifluoromethyl-methcathinone (peCF3eMCAT) and other analogues to understand (i) the determinants of
selectivity and (ii) the effects of the para-CF3-substitution of MCAT on the transport cycle. We systematically
tested different para-substituted MCATs by biochemical, computational and electrophysiological approaches:
addition of the peCF3egroup, but not of other substituents with larger van der Waal's volume, lipophilicity or
polarity, converted the DAT-selective MCAT into a SERT-selective partial releaser. Electrophysiological and
superfusion experiments, together with kinetic modelling, showed that peCF3eMCAT, but not MCAT, trapped a
fraction of SERTs in an inactive state by occupying the S2-site. These findings define a new mechanism of action
for partial releasers, which is distinct from the other two known binding modes underlying partial release. Our
observations highlight the fact that the substrate permeation pathway of monoamine transporters supports
multiple binding modes, which can be exploited for drug design.
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1. Introduction

The neuronal monoamine transporters for dopamine (DAT) and
serotonin (SERT) are members of the SLC6 family (Chen et al., 2004).
After quantal release, DAT and SERT are involved in the re-uptake of
their substrates from the synaptic cleft back into the presynaptic neuron
along the pre-existing electrochemical gradient for sodium
(Gainetdinov and Caron, 2003; Torres et al., 2003; Kristensen et al.,
2011). Expression of monoamine transporters changes across brain re-
gions with some areas of co-expression and other areas showing a more
segregated expression pattern (Ciliax et al., 1995; Hoffman et al.,
1998). Regardless of the area of the brain, the peri-synaptic expression
of the transporters limits neurotransmitter diffusion and regulates
neurotransmitter binding to the receptors (Cragg and Rice, 2004). Be-
cause of their involvement in the regulation of brain functions, they are
the main clinical targets to treat various neuropsychiatric conditions
including major depression, anxiety, and attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder (Iversen, 2009; Sanchez et al., 2014; Faraone, 2018). Im-
portantly, molecules preferentially targeting DAT over SERT show more
pronounced stimulant and abuse-potential properties (Bauer et al.,
2013). On the contrary, drugs that preferentially act at SERT show in
general a reduced abuse-potential and are widely prescribed as treat-
ment for various psychiatric conditions (Rothman and Baumann, 2003;
Howell and Kimmel, 2008; Bauer et al., 2013).

Compounds interact with monoamine transporters either as in-
hibitors of the transporter, such as the non-selective drug cocaine and
the family of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), or as
substrates of the transporter, such as 3,4-methylenediox-
ymethamphetamine (MDMA (Sandtner et al., 2016); or fenfluramine
(Rothman and Baumann, 2002a; b; Baumann et al., 2014). Either way,
these compounds increase the concentration of neurotransmitter in the
synaptic cleft. However, substrates not only inhibit the re-uptake of the
neurotransmitter by competing for the transporter, but they also induce
non-exocytotic neurotransmitter release by reversing the normal di-
rection of transporter flux (Hilber et al., 2005; Sitte and Freissmuth,
2015). In addition, substrates may possess pharmacological activity at
receptors, which offers alternative therapeutic strategies in comparison
to classical inhibitors (Rothman et al., 2008). In the past, the SERT-
selective releasing agent fenfluramine had been used as an anorectic
drug but it was withdrawn in 1997 because it caused adverse cardiac
and pulmonary effects (Abenhaim et al., 1996). Given the increasing
problem of obesity, especially in the Western countries, the withdrawal
of most anorectic drugs clearly leaves a gap that needs to be filled: there
is an unmet medical need for novel releasing agents at SERT (Wurtman
and Wurtman, 2018).

Cathinones are a group of amphetamine-like molecules targeting
DAT, NET and SERT (Simmler et al., 2013; Baumann et al., 2018). Some
of them, such as mephedrone, are sold online and on the street for re-
creational consumption, which gives rise to health risks and misuse
(EMCDDA, 2016; EMCDDA 2011). However, other molecules of the
substituted-cathinone family, such as bupropion and diethylpropion,
have been established in clinical practice and are currently in use for
the treatment of depression and obesity (Stahl et al., 2004; Fava et al.,
2005; DrugBank-Bupropion, 2018; DrugBank-Diethylpropion, 2018).
While these compounds exert their action by targeting both DAT and
NET, cathinone-based compounds which also target SERT have not
been exploited for drug development. Methcathinones (MCATs) are N-
methylated congeners of cathinone. A series of analogues was evaluated
in a synaptosomal release assay: addition of a bulky chemical group to
the 4-position of the phenyl ring enhanced the relative selectivity for
SERT versus DAT (Bonano et al., 2015). Among the para-substituted
MCATs, para-trifluoromethyl-methcathinone (peCF3eMCAT) revealed
the highest selectivity for SERT and was therefore hypothesized to
display the low potential for misuse (Cozzi et al., 2013). Interestingly,
other SERT-selective molecules like fluoxetine, fluvoxamine and fen-
fluramine also carry a CF3-substituent in their aromatic ring (DrugBank-

Fenfluramine, 2018; DrugBank-Fluoxetine, 2018; DrugBank-
Fluvoxamine, 2018). This suggests that para-CF3-substitution on the
aromatic ring may convert DAT selective molecules into drugs with
increased selectivity for SERT. The para-CF3-driven change in the
properties of MCAT has been attributed to the higher steric hindrance of
the CF3-substitution, when compared to other substituents which had
been previously tested (Bonano et al., 2015; Sakloth et al., 2015).
However, growing evidence supports the concept that fluorine and the
CF3-substitution of aromatic rings can affect the pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic properties (e.g. metabolism) of different compounds
more profoundly, which are not accounted for by the descriptor steric
hindrance. Importantly, the CF3-substitution is accompanied by
changes in the physicochemical properties of the resulting compounds,
such as the van der Waals volume (VdW volume), the acidic strength
(pKa), lipophilicity (π), inductive effect (σ) and the geometry of the
molecule (Müller et al., 2007; Gillis et al., 2015; Swallow, 2015).

Therefore, understanding how CF3-substitution affects the proper-
ties of the highly DAT-selective MCAT scaffold may pave the way for
the design of novel SERT-selective substrates with potential therapeutic
benefits. In addition, these compounds may also provide insights into
the basic mechanisms of DAT/SERT substrate selectivity. Therefore, the
aims of this study were to understand (i) which features specify DAT
and SERT substrate selectivity and (ii) how the para-CF3-substitution of
MCAT affects the transport cycle.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemical synthesis

1-(4-(Dimethylamino)phenyl)-2-(methylamino)propan-1-one hy-
drochloride (p-NMe2-MCAT) and 2-(methylamino)-1-(4-nitrophenyl)
propan-1-one hydrochloride (peNO2eMCAT) were synthesized as ra-
cemic mixtures. Both enantiomers of 1-(4-isopropylphenyl)-2-(methy-
lamino)propan-1 hydrochloride (p-iPr-MCAT) were synthesized in their
enantiopure form and then tested as a 1:1 mixture. Synthetic proce-
dures and chemical characterization data are given in detail in the
supporting information. Synthetic procedures regarding other para-
substituted MCATs have been previously described (Brandt et al., 2012;
Bonano et al., 2015).

2.2. Cell culture

HEK293 cells stably expressing the yellow-fluorescent protein
(YFP)-tagged version of the human DAT and SERT were kept in culture
in a humified atmosphere (5% CO2, 37 °C) in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle
Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine
serum (FBS), 100 u·100mL−1 penicillin and 100 u·100mL−1 strepto-
mycin as previously reported (Mayer et al., 2016a,b). HEK293 cells
stably expressing the YFP-tagged version of the wild-type human DAT
and SERT were generated as described previously (Mayer et al.,
2016a,b). In brief, plasmids with cDNA inserts encoding the respective
transporter were transfected in HEK293 cells by using JetPrime (Poly-
plus-transfection®). Forty-eight hours after transfection, the cells were
subjected to selection by adding 100 μgmL−1 of geneticin (G418) to the
medium until at least 80% of cultured cells were expressing the trans-
porter. After selection, the expression was maintained with 50 μgmL−1

of G418. In the case of the YFP-tagged version of the human SERT
G402H, the construct was expressed transiently and the experiment was
conducted 48 h after transfection. Transporter expression was mon-
itored by assessing expression of the fluorescent protein.

2.3. Transporter uptake assays

On the day before the experiment, HEK293 cells were seeded at a
density of 0.4 million cells per well in a poly-D-lysine (PDL)-coated 96
well culture plate. After 24 h the medium was removed and replaced
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with Krebs HEPES buffer (KHB: 25mM HEPES, 120mM NaCl, 5 mM
KCl, 1.2 mM CaCl2, 1.2mM, MgSO4, and 5mM D-glucose, pH adjusted
to 7.3 with NaOH). Cells were then incubated with different con-
centrations of para-substituted MCATs for 5min and subsequently with
0.2 μM [3H]-5-HT (40.0 Ci/mmol) or [3H]-DA (55.1 Ci/mmol) for
1min. Uptake was terminated by washing the cells with ice-cold KHB.
After cell lysis with 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), the lysate was
added to scintillation fluid and the radioactivity was determined by
liquid scintillation counting. Non-specific uptake was determined in the
presence of 30 μM cocaine for both DAT and SERT. Data analysis was
performed using GRAPHPAD PRISM 5.0. (GraphPad Software Inc., La
Jolla, CA, USA). IC50 values for uptake inhibition were determined by
nonlinear regression.

2.4. Transporter-mediated currents

Procedures for measuring SERT-mediated currents with whole-cell
patch clamp were similar to those described by Bhat et al. (2017). In
brief, 24 h before the whole cell patch clamp experiment, HEK293 cells
stably expressing the GFP-tagged version of human SERT were seeded
at low density in PDL coated 3 cm2 dishes. On the day of the experi-
ment, the medium was replaced with a buffer solution (“external so-
lution”) containing 140mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 2.5mM CaCl2, 2 mM
MgCl2, 20mM glucose, and 10mM HEPES (pH adjusted to 7.4 with
NaOH). The patch-pipette solution (“internal solution”) contained ei-
ther the “standard solution” in the case of steady state current recording
(133mM potassium gluconate, 5.9 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.7mM
MgCl2, 10mM HEPES, 10mM EGTA, pH adjusted to 7.2 with KOH) or
the “high Na+ solution”, when peak currents were recorded to de-
termine the association rate of the para-substituted MCATs to the
transporters (152mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.7mM MgCl2, 10mM EGTA,
10mM HEPES, pH adjusted to 7.2 with NaOH). Drugs were perfused
onto the cell using an 8 tube ALA perfusion manifold (NPI Electronic
GmbH, Germany) and a DAD-12 superfusion system (Adams & List,
Westbury, NY) allowing for complete solution exchange around the
cells within 100ms. Drug perfusion was 5 s and 0.5 s for the recordings
of steady-state and peak currents, respectively. Passive holding currents
were subtracted, and the traces were filtered using a 100-Hz digital
Gaussian low-pass filter and a 50 Hz harmonics filter. Current ampli-
tudes and associated kinetics were quantified using Clampfit 10.2
software. Data analysis was done using GRAPHPAD PRISM 5.0.
(GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Association rates were
calculated from the first derivative of the nonlinear regression fit.

2.5. Docking and conformer clustering of MCAT and peCF3eMCAT into
SERT and DAT

The protein structures for SERT (PDB 5I71, chloride added from
5I6X) (Coleman et al., 2016) and DAT (homology model built on dDAT
PDB 4M48, published in Saha et al., 2015) were prepared with Schrö-
dinger Protein Preparation Wizard (Schrödinger, 2018e), the ligands
with Schrödinger LigPrep (Schrödinger, 2018a). The induced-fit
docking (Schrödinger, 2018d) was carried out with extended sampling
protocol (which generates up to 80 poses using automated docking
settings). All other options were kept as default (force field OPLS3e, no
constraints, ligand conformational sampling within 2.5 kcal/mol, sof-
tened potential (van der Waals radii scaling), prime refinement of re-
sidues within 5 Å of ligand poses, glide redocking within 30 kcal/mol of
lowest-energy structure). The ligands were used in their protonated
states according to their pKa values, which were calculated using online
software for chemical calculations (Chemicalize; www.chemicalize.
com). The binding sites were defined by all residues within 4.5 Å dis-
tance of paroxetine in PDB 5I6X of SERT, the corresponding residues
were selected in DAT. The calculated poses were clustered according to
their heavy atoms (Maestro Tools, Clustering of Conformers
(Schrödinger, 2018b). The most populated clusters were analyzed

according to their emodel and glide gscore docking scores as they re-
flected the pose ranking in the most appropriate way (e.g. in SERT, all
poses of peCF3eMCAT were ranked higher than the poses for MCAT).

2.6. MMGBSA (molecular mechanics generalized born surface area)
calculations

The calculations were performed with the Schrödinger Prime
Energy Calculation module (Schrödinger, 2018c) using the OPLS3e
force field. First, the complex was refined using a VSGB (= variable-
dielectric generalized Born model, considering residue-dependent ef-
fects) water model and an implicit membrane (implementing a low-
dielectric to consider the hydrophobic membrane environment, co-
ordinates taken from OPM structure 5I6X (Lomize et al., 2012) with a
local optimization sampling algorithm (ligand + residues within 5 Å).
From these refined complexes, a molecular mechanics energy calcula-
tion was performed using the same solvation and membrane models
and a minimization sampling method to calculate the binding energies
of the protein-ligand complex.

2.7. Solvent analysis of the binding pockets in SERT and DAT

We used the RISM-3D (three-dimensional reference interaction site
model) method implemented in MOE (Molecular Operating
Environment, 2015) to calculate potential water occupancies con-
sidering protein and ligand in the orthosteric binding sites of SERT and
DAT bound to peCF3eMCAT. AM1-BCC partial charges were used on
the ligand, AMBER10 on the protein. The input structures were the
highest ranked poses (according to glide gscore) in the most populated
clusters after the structural refinement for the MMGBSA calculations.
Water densities shown were considered exclusively within 4.5 Å of the
most buried fluorine atom in peCF3eMCAT.

2.8. Kinetic model

A simplified kinetic model of the transport cycle of SERT was built
to account for the data (cf. Figs. 6B and 8 with Fig. 7). Time-dependent
changes in state occupancies were evaluated by numerical
integration of the resulting system of differential equations using Sys-
tems Biology Toolbox and Matlab 2015a (Mathworks). The voltage
dependence of individual rates was modelled according to Läuger
(1991) assuming a symmetric barrier as =k k z FV RTexp( /2 )ij ij Qi j

0
, ,

with F= 96,485 C·mol−1, =R K mol8.314 J 1 1, V is the membrane
voltage in volts, and =T 293 K. We calculated coupled
membrane currents in response to substrate application as =I

F z p k p k NC N( ( )) /Q ij i ij j ji A, , with zQ ij, as the net charge transferred
during the transition, NC as the number of transporters set to ×4 106,
and NA as ×6.022 1023. The extra- and intracellular ion concentrations
were set to the values used in patch clamp experiments. The non-in-
stantaneous onset of substrate in the patch clamp experiments was
accounted for by modelling the substrate application as an exponential
rise with a time constant of 10ms. Substrate release was modelled
as dNefflux/dt = (ToNaS*koff (out)-ToNa*Sout*kon (out))* (NC/NA)
(mol/sec).

2.9. Efflux experiments

Efflux experiments were performed as described previously (Hilber
et al., 2005; Mayer et al., 2018). In brief, HEK 293 cell expressing the
human SERT under the control of a tetracycline inducible system were
seeded 24 h before the experiments on PDL-coated coverslips. On the
day of experiments the cells were pre-loaded with 0.2 μM [3H]-5-HT
(40 Ci/mmol) for 20min at 37 °C and then placed into the superfusion
chambers. Cells were superfused with Krebs-HEPES buffer at 25 °C and
a flow through rate of 0.7 ml/min for 40min to establish a stable
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baseline. Subsequently, the collection of superfusate (2min fractions)
was started. Drugs were added at 6min from the beginning of the
sample collection for a period of 10min. Cells were then lysed in 1%
SDS. Tritium in the superfusate fractions and in the SDS-lysates was
determined by liquid scintillation counting. The drug-induced efflux
was calculated as percentage of the total amount of radioactivity pre-
sent at the beginning of that fraction.

3. Results

3.1. paraeCF3esubstitution of MCAT provides specific selectivity features

Analogues of MCAT (Fig. 1) are substrates of monoamine trans-
porters (Simmler et al., 2013; Bonano et al., 2015; Mayer et al., 2016b).
However, substrates are not only transported but also inhibit reuptake
of neurotransmitter by competition (Sitte and Freissmuth, 2015).
Hence, we used uptake-inhibition assays to assess the selectivity of the
para-substituent for DAT or SERT, respectively.

The most pronounced DAT selectivity was observed for MCAT,
which was ca. 200-fold more potent at DAT compared to SERT. On the
other hand, the most selective substrate for SERT was peCF3eMCAT,
which was ca. 25-fold more potent at SERT than at DAT (Fig. 2B and
Table 1). Moreover, substitution of the MCAT scaffold with Bre, CH3e
and CH3O- groups revealed compounds which were ca. 3 fold-selective
for DAT, or did not discriminate between SERT and DAT. For practical
purposes, these drugs can be classified as “unselective”. Importantly,
the SERT-selectivity of peCF3eMCAT could be achieved by reducing its
potency at DAT (MCAT IC50= 0.21 ± 0.05 μM; peCF3eMCAT
IC50= 185.29 ± 73.52 μM) rather than increasing the potency at
SERT (MCAT IC50= 43.64 ± 15.53 μM and peCF3eMCAT
IC50= 7.96 ± 1.82 μM).

Of all the substituents tested, only CF3e resulted in a SERT-selective
profile (ca. 25-fold, Fig. 2): a substituent with a similar van der Waals
volume (VdW volume) such as methoxy did not confer selectivity for
SERT (Fig. 2). This suggested that the high SERT selectivity of peC-
F3eMCAT cannot be accounted for solely by steric aspects. Therefore,
we investigated the influence of the electronic parameter σ (the Ham-
mett-constant) on activity and selectivity, respectively. We calculated
the VdW volumes as well as the partial charges of the atoms using an
AM1-BCC force field in MOE (Molecular Operating Environment, 2015)
to analyze the electrostatic influences of different substituents. In order

to investigate strong electron-withdrawing versus electron-donating
effects, we opted for different modifications of MCAT: (i) a pe-

NO2egroup showing a positive σ effect at a comparable VdW volume to
the CH3-moiety, and (ii) a peN(CH3)2egroup, showing a negative σ
effect plus a large steric bulk. Next to those extremes, we added (iii) a p-
iPr-group, showing the largest steric bulk, a very minor negative σ ef-
fect, and increased lipophilicity (see Supplementary Fig. 1). Interest-
ingly, our uptake-inhibition experiments of these three newly-synthe-
tized para-substituted-MCATs showed that groups larger than the CF3
moiety only slightly shifted the DAT/SERT selectivity towards SERT
(ca. 2–3 fold), but did not reproduce the ca. 25 fold selectivity of
peCF3eMCAT (Fig. 2). Thus, our data show that even if steric effects of
the para-substituent can shape the DAT/SERT selectivity, they are not
sufficient to convert a DAT-selective substrate into a SERT-selective
substrate. An appreciable SERT-selectivity can be achieved only with
the introduction of the CF3 group, which introduces more relevant
properties for targeting SERT rather than DAT. Indeed, we did not find
any significant correlation between the DAT-selectivity and either li-
pophilicity (π, R2= 0.16, p= 0.33), polarity (σ, R2= 0.01, p= 0.80)
and VdW volume (R2= 0.40, p=0.09) of the para-substituents
(Fig. 3). A statistically significant linear correlation between DAT se-
lectivity and VdW volume can only be obtained when the CF3-moiety is
excluded from the analysis (R2= 0.63, p=0.03).

3.2. Docking and conformer clustering of MCAT and peCF3eMCAT in
SERT and DAT

Based on the results shown above, we examined the positioning of
MCAT and peCF3eMCAT in SERT and DAT at atomic resolution. The
docking poses of the most populated clusters were investigated ac-
cording to their protein-ligand interactions as well as “emodel” and
“glide gscore” docking scores. All of these poses show a salt bridge
between the cationic nitrogen of the ligands and the deprotonated side-
chain oxygen of D79/D98 (DAT/SERT). This salt bridge is known as one
of the driving interactions in these transporters (Beuming et al., 2008;
Celik et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2015; Coleman et al., 2016). For MCAT,
the aromatic ring can form favorable edge-to-face pi-pi stacking inter-
actions with both F76 and Y156 in DAT, whereas comparable interac-
tions are missing in SERT. This might explain the activity differences in
the interaction of MCAT with the two transporters (Fig. 4A and B). In
SERT, all poses of peCF3eMCAT were ranked higher than the poses of

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of para-substituted MCATs analyzed in the study. All the compounds share the MCAT lead structures but they differ for the different
substituents in the para-position.
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MCAT by the docking scores (glide gscore and glide emodel). This is
consistent with the experimental data. Furthermore, we compared the
pose orientation of peCF3eMCAT with PDB 6AWP (SERT with flu-
voxamine bound; Coleman and Gouaux, 2018) to confirm the place-
ment of the peCF3esubstituent (Fig. 4C). Interestingly, in the most
populated cluster of DAT, the peCF3esubstituent was not placed in the
same pocket. In fact, it was rather located between subpocket B and C
lacking the favorable lipophilic enclosure of subpocket B and leading to

an unfavorable ligand geometry and steric clashes in subpocket A
(Fig. 4D). Besides the highest number of poses, this orientation is sup-
ported by the overall ranking according to the glide gscore. To confirm
the first trend in the results from docking and clustering approaches for
DAT and to further investigate the differences in the binding behavior
of peCF3eMCAT, we performed MMGBSA calculations on the best
scored complexes combining a solvation model and an implicit solvent
model to calculate the binding energies and the ligand strain. These
results showed a more favorable binding energy for MCAT over peC-
F3eMCAT in DAT caused by an unfavorable ligand strain and steric
clashes of peCF3eMCAT in the binding pocket. In SERT, peCF3eMCAT
showed more favorable binding energies than MCAT. These energy
differences were consistent with the observed differences in inhibitory
potency of MCAT and of peCF3eMCAT in SERT and DAT
(Supplementary Fig. 2).

Next, we performed a solvent analysis of the binding pockets in
SERT and DAT. Calculation of potential water occupancy within the
orthosteric binding site showed remarkable differences between SERT
and DAT (Fig. 4E and F). In SERT, we found the peCF3esubstituent as
well as most of the aromatic ring deeply buried in subpocket B, filling it
almost completely apart from a small inlet at the very back showing a
minor water density. In DAT, the peCF3esubstituent did not reach as
deep into the same subpocket, leaving a significant part of it free with
the corresponding water density filling the unoccupied space. Fur-
thermore, the p-CF3 substituent functions as a barrier isolating the
water-filled cavity from the remaining binding pocket, leading to a
substantial loss of entropy within the binding site. The latter might
lower the affinity of the peCF3esubstituent for DAT.

3.3. p-NMe2-, p-iPr-, and peNO2eMCATs are substrates at SERT

Based on the results described above, we designed other MCAT-
congeners serving as complementary compounds with respect to their
lipophilicity, polarity and VdW volume. PeNMe2-, p-iPr- and
peNO2eMCAT were synthesized in order to convert a DAT-selective
substrate into a SERT-selective substrate (see supplementary material).
First, we established whether these compounds behaved as substrates or
inhibitors of SERT. Several approaches can be employed to distinguish
substrates from releasers (Sitte and Freissmuth, 2015); one decisive
approach relies on the electrophysiological recording of transporter-
mediated currents. Currents through SERT have two principal compo-
nents, which can be used as to interrogate the transport cycle and to
probe conformational transitions: (i) a peak component, representing
the transporter flipping from the outward-open to the inward-open
conformation, and (ii) a steady-state component representing the
transporter completing its transport cycle and transitioning back to the
outward-open conformation (Schicker et al., 2012; Sandtner et al.,
2014; Bhat et al., 2017). As shown in Fig. 5, the application of p-NMe2-,
p-iPr- and peNO2eMCAT to HEK293 cells expressing SERT elicited
transporter-mediated currents, which displayed both components. This
indicates that they are all SERT substrates regardless of their additional

Fig. 2. Uptake-inhibition of para-substituted MCATs in HEK293 cells ex-
pressing the human DAT or the human SERT. The introduction of a sub-
stituent in para-position abrogate the DAT selective profile of the MCAT scaf-
fold. None of the compounds except peCF3eMCAT show a relevant selectivity
toward SERT. Importantly, p-NMe2-and p-iPr-MCAT could not replicate the
peCF3eMCAT SERT selectivity and the introduction of the small and positively
charged peNO2e substituent impairs the potency of the MCAT scaffold at both
DAT and SERT. IC50 data are shown as mean ± 95% confidence interval with
grey dots representing individual experiments. Statistics has been conducted
using an unpaired t-test. * = p values< of 0.05; ** = p < 0.01;
*** = p < 0.001; **** = p < 0.0001. If not indicated, the comparison was
not statistically significant. DAT selectivity was calculated as SERT IC50/DAT
IC50 and SERT selectivity as DAT IC50/SERT IC50. Selectivity values are ex-
pressed as mean ± SD where SD is calculated using error propagation.

Table 1
IC50 of para-substituted MCATs at DAT and SERT, with respective selectivity ratios, lipophilic parameter (π), electronic parameter (σ) and the van der Waals volume
(VdW volume).

MCAT DAT SERT Selectivity Properties

p-R- IC50 (μM) SD IC50 (μM) SD DAT SD SERT SD π σ VdW volume

H 0.21 0.05 43.64 15.53 210.74 75.07 0.005 0.002 0 0 0
Br 2.77 1.02 5.43 2.44 1.96 1.02 0.51 0.30 0.80 0.23 28.99
CH3 3.01 0.96 8.74 2.88 2.91 1.06 0.34 0.16 0.30 −0.17 24.43
OCH3 19.29 5.93 13.81 5.34 0.85 0.42 1.18 0.58 −0.04 −0.27 35.09
CF3 185.29 73.52 7.96 1.82 0.04 0.17 23.27 10.66 0.94 0.54 33.86
iPr 34.63 1.22 16.67 4.24 0.48 0.12 2.08 0.53 1.14 −0.15 73.29
NMe2 38.08 12.74 13.13 2.20 0.34 0.17 2.90 1.09 −0.09 −0.83 66.76
NO2 42.03 10.94 32.73 10.06 0.78 0.31 1.28 0.52 −0.07 0.78 23.90
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properties.

3.4. MCAT and peCF3eMCAT are low-efficiency substrates of SERT with
different association rates

The preference of methylphenidate for DAT over SERT and the
preference of desipramine for SERT over DAT is due to differences in
the association rates of the compounds (Hasenhuetl et al., 2015). Here

we addressed the question of whether differences in association rate can
also explain the selectivity profile of MCAT and peCF3eMCAT, re-
spectively. For this purpose, we employed an approach which we have
recently used to measure association rates of full and partial substrates,
at the human SERT (Bhat et al., 2017). The method relies on recordings
of peak currents elicited on application of a substrate. Since the steady
state current through SERT is contingent on K+ binding to the inward-
facing conformation, the peak current can be isolated by removing K+

Fig. 3. Linear regression does not shown any
significant correlation between DAT se-
lectivity and lipophilicity (π), polarity
(Hammett-constant, σ) and van der Waals
volume (VdW volume) of the para-sub-
stituent. Linear regression has been conducted
by plotting the Log10 of the DAT selectivity
against either π, σ or VdW volume. The linear
regression is represented by the red line; 95%
confidence intervals are represented by shaded
lines. None of the parameters considered re-
sulted statistically significant: Lipophilicity:
R2= 0.16, p= 0.33; polarity: R2= 0.012,
p= 0.80; VdW: R2= 0.40, p= 0.09. Note that
in the VdW volume linear regression, the CF3 is
outside the 95% confidence interval underlying
the unique properties of this compound.

Fig. 4. Docking of MCAT and p-CF3-MCAT into the
human SERT crystal structure and the human DAT
homology model. A) Comparison of protein-ligand in-
teractions of MCAT in DAT (green, left) showing the pi-pi
interactions between the aromatic rings. These interac-
tions are absent in SERT (B, blue, right). C) Superposition
of PDB 6AWP (SERT with fluvoxamine, purple) and a
selected docking pose of peCF3eMCAT in SERT (blue). In
both cases, the peCF3esubstituent is placed in subpocket
B of the orthosteric binding site. D) Superposition of
peCF3eMCAT in SERT (blue) and DAT (green). The p-
CF3 substituent is not as deeply buried in subpocket B of
DAT, shifting the pose towards subpocket A. E) Solvent
analysis of peCF3eMCAT in the binding pockets of DAT
shows the subpocket filled by water density. F) Solvent
analysis of peCF3eMCAT in the binding pockets of SERT
shows the peCF3eMCAT in filling the cavity without
much space left for potential water molecules. The pocket
surface is colored according to lipophilicity (green) and
hydrophilicity (pink), water densities are shown in blue
color.
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from the intracellular solution (Schicker et al., 2012). The peak current
is the result of a multistep process, which includes substrate and co-
substrate binding to the outward-facing conformation, flipping from the
outward to the inward-open conformation and Na+ unbinding into the
cytosol (Hasenhuetl et al., 2016). In the presence of saturating extra-
cellular Na+ and Cl− concentrations the time course of peak current
relaxation is determined by the (i) kapp of the substrate and (ii) the rate
of the conformational transition (flip-rate): the first is rate-limiting at
low substrate concentrations and the second at high substrate con-
centrations (see the scheme in Fig. 6). Hence, we obtained estimates of
the association rate and of the flip-rate by employing the following
protocol: peak currents were evoked by puffs of different concentrations
of substrate (see Fig. 6C). The decays of the resulting peak currents
were then fit to a monoexponential equation. The rates estimated by the
fits were plotted as a function of the applied substrate concentration
(see Fig. 6D). The corresponding data points were fit to the following
function: kapp([S])= kappmax*(1-exp(-A*[S]); where [S] is the sub-
strate concentration and kappmax the rate at the plateau level. The latter
is the flip-rate, while the first derivative of the function at [S]= 0
provides an estimate of the association rate constant (Bhat et al., 2017).

By this approach we obtained an association constant for 5-HT to SERT
of ca. 4.49·106M−1 s−1 and a flip rate of (114.90 s−1). These numbers
were in excellent agreement with those reported earlier (Bhat et al., 2017).
Our analysis revealed that while MCAT has a lower association rate than
5-HT, peCF3eMCAT shows a higher association in comparison to 5-HT for
SERT (0.92·106M−1 s−1 and 20.44·106M−1 s−1, respectively). The dif-
ference in the association rates between MCAT and peCF3eMCAT for
SERT (approximately 20-fold) may explain the differences between their
respective IC50 values. Notably, the flip rates of the MCAT- and peC-
F3eMCAT-liganded SERT were reduced (79.55 s−1 and 39.98 s−1, re-
spectively) when compared to the same rate obtained with the endogenous
substrate (Fig. 6D; see also Table 2). The reduction in the flip rates was

also accompanied by a reduction in the current amplitude (5-
HT=−0.83 ± 0.22 pA/pF, MCAT=−0.13 ± 0.03 pA/pF and peC-
F3eMCAT=−0.25 ± 0.12 pA/pF) as shown in Fig. 6E. This “ceiling
effect” has not been observed previously with other substrates of SERT and
it is thus to best of our knowledge a novel substrate property.

We also attempted to measure dissociation rates for MCAT and
peCF3eMCAT as done previously (Bhat et al. 2017). However, because
of the very fast dissociation of these compounds, the rates we obtained
do not allow to properly estimate the dissociation of MCAT and peC-
F3eMCAT from the transporter and instead they represent the con-
formational rearrangement of the transporter. The recovery rates of
peCF3eMCAT and MCAT were 5.4 ± 0.7 and 1.7 ± 0.2 s−1 respec-
tively (Supplementary Fig. 3). In these experiments, we used a high
intracellular Na+ concentration to suppress the steady current. How-
ever, this condition is known to trap SERT in the exchange mode. The
recovery rate of peCF3eMCAT was faster than that of MCAT and in
good agreement with the rate of return of the substrate loaded trans-
porter to the outward facing conformation (Hasenhuetl et al., 2016). In
contrast, and despite the presence of high intracellular Na+ the re-
covery rate of MCAT matched the return rate of the transporter oper-
ating in the forward direction (i.e at low intracellular Na+). We surmise
that MCAT may have dissociated faster into the cytosol than peC-
F3eMCAT, thus preventing the return of the transporter in its substrate
loaded form. This leaves the transporter no other option than to return
empty. However, the return of the empty transporter is known to be
slow and rate limiting, which can explain why the recovery rate for
MCAT was smaller than that of peCF3eMCAT.

3.5. Modelling

We hypothesized that the observed ceiling effect was due to allos-
teric binding of MCAT and peCF3eMCAT to the second substrate-

Fig. 5. SERT steady-state currents elicited by
MCAT, p-CF3-, p-NMe2-, p-iPr- and p-NO2-
MCAT. A) Schematic representations of the ex-
perimental conditions B) Reaction scheme re-
presenting the transport cycle where To, ToNa,
and ToNaS correspond to the transporter in the
empty, sodium-bound, and (sodium + sub-
strate)-bound state, respectively, and Ti,TiS, and
TiNaS correspond to the respective inward-fa-
cing states. The current traces are characterized
by two components: the initial peak current
corresponding to the charge movement in the
membrane electric field and therefore tracking
the conformational transitions required to move
from ToNa to TiNaS, and the steady-state current
reflecting instead the movement through the
entire cycle. C) Representative traces of steady-
state currents generated by the application of
the indicated para-substituted MCATs to
HEK293 stably expressing GFP-tagged SERT in
the presence of physiological ion gradients at a
holding potential of 60mV and at pH 7.4.
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binding site (S2-site). This site was shown to exist in the outer vestibule
of transporters of the LeuT fold (Coleman et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016).
In order to test the plausibility of this idea we performed kinetic
modelling implementing a simplified version of previous kinetic SERT
models (Schicker et al., 2012; Hasenhuetl et al., 2016, 2018). In the

model, we assumed that substrates, which did not exhibit a “ceiling
effect”, had negligible affinity for the S2-site, while those that did,
bound with an affinity in the low micromolar range. Moreover, to
model the “ceiling effect” we had to assume similar affinities for the S1
and the S2 site. In the model we assumed an association rate constant of
3·106M−1 s−1 and a dissociation rate constant of 10 s−1 for the S1 site
and an association rate constant of 6·107M−1 s−1 and a dissociation
rate constant of 200 s−1 for the S2 site. These rates result in a KD of
3.3 μM for both sites and therefore to a slope coefficient of unity, which
is in agreement with a previous study (Cozzi et al., 2013). Another
assumption was that (i) binding to the S1-site is prevented if a molecule
is bound to the S2-site and (ii) that binding to the S2-site is prevented if
a molecule occupies the S1-site. Binding to the S1-site triggers occlusion
of the central binding site which is expected to limit access to the S2-
site (Krishnamurthy and Gouaux, 2012). Conversely, binding to the S2-
site instead sequesters the transporter in an “inactive state”, where the
molecule at the S2-site impedes access to the S1-site. The pool of
transporter sequestered in the “inactive-state” is then predicted to give

Fig. 6. Peak current relaxation rate of SERT as a
function of substrate concentration. In B) the red color
denotes the part of the transported cycled probed by the
peak-current under the specific conditioned showed in
A). C) Representative traces of peak-currents. In red is
highlighted the fitted-function used for calculating the
peak decay (tau). D) the tau value is used for extra-
polating kapp and plotted against different concentrations.
From the first-derivative of the fitted function we extra-
polated the association rate (kon). E) the peak amplitude
at 300 μM is quantified and normalized for the membrane
capacitance. The graph represents mean ± SD. Every dot
represents an individual cell.

Table 2
Max flipping rate (s−1) and association rate (kon) with 95% confidence intervals
of 5-HT, MCAT and peCF3eMCAT at SERT.

SERT

Substrate max
flipping
rate (s−1)

95% CI Kon (·106M−1 s−1) 95% CI

5-HT 114.90 (105.3–124.5) 4.49 (3.50–5.26)
MCAT 79.55 (62.27–92.84) 0.92 (0.67–1.04)
peCF3eMCAT 39.98 (35.60–44.36) 20.44 (2.93–30.00)
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rise to the reduction of the flip rate (Fig. 7A). As shown in Fig. 7C the
synthetic data obtained from our model replicated our electro-
physiological findings: if a fraction of transporters is sequestered in an
inactive state, the flip-rate and the peak current amplitude is reduced
(cf. Figs. 7C and 6C). A corollary of the outlined assumptions is that
substrates that also bind to the S2-site must act as partial releasers: if a
substantial fraction of transporters is held in an outward-open con-
formation, only the remaining fraction of SERT will be able to flip and
subsequently trigger efflux. Therefore, the model suggests a different
mechanism of “partial-release”, mediated by substrates that have the
ability to bind to the S2-site (Fig. 7D).

3.6. MCAT and peCF3eMCAT are partial substrates of SERT

The combination of our electrophysiology data with the synthetic
data obtained from the kinetic model suggested that MCAT and
peCF3eMCAT acted as partial releasers on SERT, i.e. their efficacy in
promoting substrate efflux was predicted to be lower than that of a full
releaser. Accordingly, we verified this prediction in a release assay by
comparing them to the well-characterized full releaser para-chloro-
amphetamine (pCA). The concentrations for this experiment were se-
lected from a dose-response curve for every compound in order to have
the maximum release effect (data not shown). As shown in Fig. 8A and
B, MCAT (300 μM) and peCF3eMCAT (30 μM) induced a release, which

was only a third of the substrate efflux induced by pCA. This confirmed
the mechanism of action that was inferred from the electrophysiological
recordings and the synthetic data. Moreover, since the electro-
physiological profile of these compounds was very different from the
one of other partial substrates, we hypothesized the existence of an
alternative mechanism of partial release which involved the ability of
these molecules to interact with the S2-site of SERT and trap part of the
transporter in an inactive state. In order to verify our hypothesis, we
have transiently expressed the SERT mutant G402H in HEK293 cells.
This mutant has been previously shown to disrupt the S2-site (Plenge
et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2016). Superfusion experiments show that dis-
rupting the S2-site is sufficient to enhance the peCF3eMCAT-mediated
efflux of [3H]5-HT to the level of the full releaser pCA (Fig. 8C and D).
Surprisingly, MCAT-mediated efflux was not affected by the mutation,
suggesting that other mechanisms may be involved in the partial release
of MCAT. Taken together, our data show the existence of a S2-mediated
partial release mechanism which, to the best of our knowledge, has not
yet been described.

4. Discussion

5-HT-releasing agents have been used in the past as appetite sup-
pressants and some are currently under evaluation for clinical use as
anxiolytic drugs or antidepressants (Thal and Lommen, 2018; Wurtman
and Wurtman, 2018). Despite the potential of these compounds, only a
few molecules have been rationally designed. In the current study, we

Fig. 7. Simulation of cathinones-induced release and partial release . A)
schematic representation of the steps involved in the MCAT and peCF3eMCAT
action. The assumed kon- and koff rate constants for p-CF3_MCAT binding at the
S1 site were 3*106M−1*s−1 and 10 s−1, respectively. The kon- and koff rate
constants at the S2 site were 6*107M−1*s−1 and 200 s−1, respectively B) si-
mulation of the peak amplitude in the case of the unoccupied S2-site (left) or in
the case of the occupied S2 site of SERT (right) by a substrate. C) simulation of
kapp in the case of the S2-site unoccupied (○) and in the case of the S2-site
occupied (◊) by the substrate. D) simulation of the partial efflux of MCAT and
peCF3eMCAT in SERT.

Fig. 8. 5-HT release by pCA, MCAT and p-CF3-MCAT in human SERT wild-
type and SERT G402H. A) Release of [3H]5-HT pre-loaded cells expressing the
wild-type SERT over time. Compounds are applied at the time-point indicated
by the black arrow. Data are mean ± SD. B) Amount of efflux for the wild-type
SERT. at plateau in comparison to the baseline. Data are mean ± SD. Every dot
represents one individual experiment. C) Release of [3H]5-HT pre-loaded cells
expressing SERT G402H over time. Compounds are applied at the time-point
indicated by the black arrow. Data are mean ± SD. D) Amount of efflux for the
SERT G402H at plateau in comparison to the baseline. Data are mean ± SD.
Every dot represents one individual experiment. For statistical analysis, the
total area under the curve after basal release was calculated for each individual
trace. **** = p < 0.0001; * = p < 0.05 if not indicated the comparison was
not significant. One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni's multiple comparison
test.
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used MCAT as a scaffold and confirmed previous findings showing that
this DAT-selective substrate can be converted to a more SERT-selective
substrate by introducing the bulky CF3 substituents in the para-position
(Bonano et al., 2015). However, when we introduced a substituent with
(i) a similar VdW volume (e.g. CH3O) or (ii) a larger VdW volume than
the CF3 group (i.e. iPr and NMe2), the resulting compounds showed no
clear preference for SERT. Therefore, we concluded that the selectivity
profile of peCF3eMCAT is determined by properties other than the
bulkiness of the substituent. Superior properties of fluorine-containing
substituents in drugs have been observed long ago (Wong et al., 1975).
Roughly 20% of all clinically relevant drugs are fluorinated (Müller
et al., 2007) and around 4% of all drugs contain aromatic CF3 groups
(Swallow, 2015), including the SERT-selective molecules fluoxetine,
fenfluramine and fluvoxamine.

The growing application of fluorine in medicinal chemistry has
shown that the introduction of fluorine-containing groups in a lead
structure often interferes with the physicochemical properties of the
parental compound. The introduction of fluorine-containing sub-
stituents was shown to affect binding affinity, pKa, lipophilicity, and, in
some cases, the entire pharmacodynamics of the molecule (Böhm et al.,
2004; Müller et al., 2007; Ojima, 2009; Swallow, 2015; Adler et al.,
2019). The CF3 substitution has already been used to optimize SERT
selective inhibitors like fluoxetine (Wong et al., 1975) and the SERT-
selective releaser fenfluramine, but their chemical properties have re-
mained elusive. Investigating the different substituents with a combi-
nation of experimental and computational approaches enabled us to
show that the positive inductive σ-effect is not well tolerated at both
DAT and SERT. Evidence for this conclusion is provided by the reduced
potency of peNO2eMCAT on both DAT and SERT. In addition, we
concluded that the effect of CF3 on the DAT/SERT selectivity cannot be
solely attributed to steric properties, because larger substituents such as
iPr and NMe2 remained unselective. Moreover, the introduction of the
CF3 group increased the kon of the resulting peCF3eMCAT at SERT (ca.
18-fold). This finding is in agreement with the idea that fluorination in
the para-position of an aromatic ring can increase the binding affinity to
SERT as shown in the case of fluoxetine (Wong et al., 1975). Un-
fortunately, the fast dissociation of MCAT and peCF3eMCAT did not
allow us to determine the dissociation rate, since this measure is con-
founded by the conformational rearrangements evoked by the sub-
strate. Our computational results also suggest a possible role of the
solvating water molecules: peCF3eMCAT seals off a larger water-filled
cavity in DAT than in SERT. This is expected to result in differences in
water mobility between the S1-site of DAT and SERT. Because binding
energies also contain an entropic component this may lead to differ-
ences in binding affinities.

Our electrophysiology experiments showed that MCAT,
peCF3eMCAT and the more bulky p-iPr- and p-NMe2-MCAT were
substrates of SERT. This profile is different from what has previously
been described for a congeneric series of MDMA analogues, where
methyl groups were added to MDA to establish di- and trimethyl-var-
iants of MDMA, MDDMA and MDTMA, respectively. In this instance,
the increase of the steric bulk at the amino group converted the bulkier
compounds into blockers of DAT, NET and SERT (Sandtner et al., 2016).
A similar outcome was observed in the case of mephedrone analogues,
where the substitution of the primary amine with a longer alkyl chain
leads to the formation of the so-called “hybrid compound” with sub-
strate activity at SERT and blocker activity at DAT (Saha et al., 2015).
These data suggest that the functionalization of the amino group in
substrates is not well tolerated and it is in agreement with the notion
that the amino group is important for substrate recognition (Berfield
et al., 1999). On the other hand, substitutions of the aromatic ring seem
to not affect the substrate properties at DAT and SERT (Bonano et al.,
2015) and therefore may be more suitable for changing the selective
profile of transporter substrates.

A notable feature we have found for MCAT and the peCF3eMCAT
was the reduced maximum flip-rate (i.e. ceiling effect). This profile

suggested an allosteric modulation of SERT, since saturating con-
centrations of full or partial substrates (i.e. PAL-1045) were shown to
allow the transporter to flip at a maximum rate of ca. 100 s−1 (Bhat
et al., 2017). A kinetic model that assumed that peCF3eMCAT can bind
to the S2-site of SERT was able to account for our experimental ob-
servations. To verify our model we have conducted superfusion ex-
periments in both wild-type and the S2-disrupting mutant of SERT
(SERT G402H). These experiments show that in the wild-type SERT,
MCAT and peCF3eMCAT produce a blunted efflux (i.e. “partial re-
lease”) in comparison to the full releaser pCA. On the contrary, in the
SERT G402H, peCF3eMCAT (but not MCAT) produced a level of efflux
similar to the one of the full releaser pCA indicating a role of the S2-site
in the partial release of the peCF3eMCAT. The fact that MCAT efflux
was insensitive to the G402H mutation also suggests a higher grade of
complexity in the mechanisms of partial release which will require
future investigation. A possible explanation that may account for the
differences between MCAT and peCF3eMCAT efflux is the enantios-
electivity. In this work we have used racemic mixtures and therefore we
cannot conclude if the pharmacological profile we have seen is due to a
mixed effect of the two enantiomers. In any case, our data validate our
kinetic model and suggest that para-substitution of MCAT can be used
for the development of SERT partial substrates with activity at the S2-
site.

The role of the S2-site in substrate translocation has been a matter of
debate over the last decade with evidence for and against its role in
substrate translocation (Shi et al., 2008; Piscitelli et al., 2010; Zhao
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012). Recent findings showing that the S2-
site of SERT (Plenge et al., 2012) can bind the substrate but is not re-
quired for transport translocation (Erlendsson et al., 2017) are in line
with our observations outlined in the present publication.

Two mechanisms have been previously described which can account
for partial release: (i) partial blockage of the translocation pathway by
substituted 3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine analogues, which adopt
alternative binding modes in the S1-site (Sandtner et al., 2016), and (ii)
trapping of the transporter by compounds, which have high affinity to
the inward facing conformation (Bhat et al., 2017). Here, we describe a
new mechanism of partial release at SERT, which relies on the trapping
of a fraction of transporters in an S2-bound inactive state. Our data thus
confirm and support the low 5-HT release observed in earlier in vivo
microdialysis experiments (Cozzi et al., 2013) and may, in addition,
provide insight in how to convert full DAT substrates into partial SERT
substrates.

Previous studies did not observe partial release of peCF3eMCAT
and MCAT in a synaptosomal release assay (Cozzi et al., 2013; Bonano
et al., 2015). However, synaptosomal studies sometimes prove difficult
to compare to those in HEK293 cells (Saha et al., 2015, 2018). The
reasons still remain enigmatic but may be due to species differences in
transporter structure and function, the use of synaptosomes vs. HEK293
cells, differences in transporter expression, or post-translational mod-
ifications. In any case, further studies will be required to address this
point.

The medical possibilities and relevance of such compounds are also
highlighted by the fact that peCF3eMCAT reduces the frequency of
intracranial self-stimulation in rats, indicating a completely abolished
abuse liability when compared to MCAT or other para-substituted
MCATs analogues (Bonano et al., 2015). This effect has been explained
previously by assuming that the elevation in extracellular 5-HT levels
can dampen the dopamine-mediated stimulant effect on locomotion by
activating high-affinity 5-HT2C receptor sites in the brain (Devroye
et al., 2013; Howell and Cunningham, 2015). Since cathinones can bind
not only to the monoamine transporters but also to 5-HT2c receptors, we
cannot exclude that the reduced abuse liability of peCF3eMCAT in
comparison to other para-substituted MCATs analogues is due to an
activity at the 5-HT2c receptor as shown in the case of fenfluramine
(Bauer et al., 2015). Further studies are required with other para-sub-
stituted MCATs to better characterize their receptor profile and their
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potential medical applications.
In summary, our study provides insight into the conversion of a DAT

substrate into a partial substrate for SERT. The fact that peCF3eMCAT
does not increase intracranial self-stimulation in rats suggests that this
molecule could be developed as a therapeutically useful compound.
Other cathinone derivatives, such as bupropion and diethylpropion,
have already successfully transitioned into the treatment of psychiatric
disorders and eating disorders. This suggests the cathinone scaffold as a
promising lead for the development of future treatment options. Indeed,
our study shows that peCF3eMCAT (but not MCAT) defines a new class
of partial releasers, which relies on the ability of these molecules to trap
a fraction of the total SERT pool in an inactive state by binding to the
S2-site. At the very least, the current findings and related observations
(Hasenhuetl et al., 2019) document that the substrate permeation
pathway of monoamine transporters supports multiple binding modes
for several classes of compounds. This provides an opportunity to
identify compounds which display properties other than typical in-
hibitors and which may be useful in the treatment of addiction, de-
pression and other psychiatric disorders.
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S u p p o r t i n g  i n f o r m a t i o n  

 

1.1 Chemical  synthesis  

Unless noted otherwise, all reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without 

further purification. DCM, Et2O, dioxane and THF intended for water-free reactions 

were pre-distilled and then desiccated on Al2O3 columns (PURESOLV, Innovative Technology). 

Chromatography solvents were distilled prior to use. For all other solvents quality grade is given in the 

reaction procedures. 

Column chromatography was performed on a Büchi Sepacore Flash System (2 x Büchi Pump Module C-

605, Büchi Pump Manager C-615, Büchi UV Photometer C-635, Büchi Fraction Collector C-660) or standard 

manual glass columns using silica gel from Merck (40-63 µm) using LP and EtOAc mixtures. 

Desiccation of organic solvents after extraction in reaction workup was performed using anhydrous 

magnesium sulfate and subsequent filtration. 

NMR spectra were recorded from CDCl3, CD2Cl2 or d6-DMSO solutions on a Bruker AC 200 (200 MHz) or 

Bruker Avance UltraShield 400 (400 MHz) spectrometer and chemical shifts are reported in ppm using 

tetramethylsilane as an internal standard. Whenever possible, calibration via residual solvent peaks was 

performed. Peak assignment is based on correlation experiments or software prediction. Ambiguous 

assignment is marked with an asterisk. 

Enantiomeric excess was determined via HPLC using a ChiralPak AS-H (250 mm x 4.6 mm ID) column on a 

Thermo Scientific/Dionex Ulitmate 3000 HPLC using mixtures of n-heptane/i-PrOH or hexane/EtOH as 

mobile phase. Basic analytes were eluted using 0.1 vol% diethylamine. 

 

Specific rotation was measured on an Anton Paar MCP500 polarimeter at specified conditions. 



N-Boc-D/L-alanine 

 

 

This compound was obtained according to a literature procedure.1 

 

(D)-or (L)-alanine (4 g, 45 mmol, 1 equiv.) and sodium carbonate (9.5 g, 90 mmol, 2 equiv.) were dissolved 

in a H2O/THF mixture (60 mL, 1 : 1). The reaction mixture was cooled to 0 °C and Boc2O (10.8 g, 50 mmol, 

1.1 equiv.) was added. The reaction was allowed to warm to rt and stirred for 24 h.  

The reaction mixture was acidified by careful addition of 100 mL of 1M HCl until pH = 2 was reached and 

extracted with 5 x 80 mL of EtOAc. The combined organic layers were washed with brine, dried over 

anhydrous magnesium sulfate and evaporated, yielding the desired product as white solid in 99 % (R), 

resp. 81 % yield (S). The product was used as such without further purification. 

 
1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) Mixture of rotamers: δ 1.21 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H, H3), 1.30 – 1.44 (m, 9H, tBu), 

3.77 – 3.97(m, 1H, H2), 6.66 – 6.74 (m, 1H, NH), 7.06 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H, NH), 12.37 (s, 1H, COOH). 13C NMR 

(101 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 17.1 (q, C3), 28.2 (q, tBu), 48.8 (d, C2), 77.9 (s, tBu), 155.3 (s, N-CO-O), 174.7 

(COOH); m.p 79-82°C, (D)-alanine: [α]D
20: -24.2° (c 1, acetic acid), (L)-alanine: [α]D

20: +22.2° (c 1, acetic 

acid). 

 

(R)- or (S)-N-Boc-N-methyl-alanine 

 

 

This compound was obtained according to a literature procedure.2 

 

(L)- or (D)-N-Boc-alanine (6 g, 31.7 mmol, 1 equiv.) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (100 mL) under argon 

and cooled to 0 °C. Sodium hydride (60% in mineral oil, 3.8 g, 95.2 mmol, 3 equiv.) was added in three 

portions. The reaction was stirred at 0 °C for one hour. Methyl iodide (16 mL, 254 mmol, 8 equiv.) was 

added via syringe. Then the reaction was allowed to warm to rt and stirring continued for 16 hours.  

The reaction was quenched with 300 mL of water. The mixture was extracted with 100 mL Et2O, the 

organic layer was separated and extracted with 30 mL of satd. NaHCO3. The combined aqueous layers 

were acidified with 6M HCl to pH = 3 and extracted with 3 x 100 mL of EtOAc. The combined organic layers 



were washed with 2 x 50 mL of satd. Na2S2O3, dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporated, 

providing the desired compound as white solid in 96% (R), resp. 94% (S) yield. The product was used as 

such without further purification. 

 

1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) Mixture of rotamers: δ 1.24 – 1.33 (m, 3H, H3), 1.32 – 1.45 (m, 9H, tBu),2.73 

(s, 3H, NCH3), 4.17 – 4.39 (m, 1H, H2), 4.44 – 4.68 (m, 1H, H2); 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6) Mixture of 

rotamers: δ 14.6 (q, C3), 15.2 (q, C3), 27.9 (q, tBu), 28.0 (q, tBu), 30.6 (q, NMe), 31.5 (q, NMe), 53.2 (d, 

CH), 54.8 (d, CH), 79.0 (s, tBu), 154.6 (s, N-CO-O), 155.0 (s, N-CO-O), 173.3 (s, CO), 173.4 (s, CO); m.p 87-

89°C, (R)-alanine: [α]D
20: + 46.8° (c 0.94, CH2Cl2), (S): [α]D

20: -41.7° (c 0.92, CH2Cl2). 

 

 

(R)- or (S)-tert-Butyl (1-(methoxy(methyl)amino)-1-oxopropan-2-yl)(methyl)carbamate 

 

 
 

 

This compound was obtained according to a literature procedure.3 

 

(R)- or (S)-N-Boc-N-methylalanine (5 g, 24.6 mmol, 1 equiv.) was dissolved in anhydrous DCM (100 mL) 

under argon. 1-Hydroxybenzotriazole (4.3 g, 32.0 mmol, 1.3 equiv.), N,O-dimethylhydroxylamine 

hydrochloride (3.12 g, 32.0 mm ol, 1.3 equiv.) and i-Pr2EtN (9.5 g, 73.8 mmol, 3 equiv.) were added 

successively. The reaction mixture was cooled to 0 °C and EDCI hydrochloride (6.1 g, 32.0 mmol, 1.3 equiv.) 

was added. The reaction was allowed to warm to rt and was stirred for 5 hours.  

The reaction was quenched by adding 100 mL of water and extracted with 2 x 100 mL of DCM. The 

combined organic layers were washed with 0.5 M HCl (50 mL), satd. NaHCO3 (50 mL) and brine (50 mL), 

dried over anhydrous MgSO4 and evaporated. The crude product was purified by flash column 

chromatography (90 g SiO2, LP/EtOAc 12%), yielding 79% (R), resp. 80% (S) as colorless oils. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) Mixture of rotamers: δ 1.16 – 1.25 (m, 3H, H3), 1.35 – 1.42 (m, 9H, tBu), 

2.74 (s, 3H,NMeBoc), 3.09 (s, 3H, NMe), 3.67 (s, 3H, OMe), 4.77 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H, CH), 4.87 – 5.15 (m, 1H, 

CH), 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6) Mixture of rotamers: δ = 14.4 (q, C3), 14.7 (q, C3), 28.0 (q, tBu), 29.7(q, 

BocNMe), 49.7 (q, NMe), 51.2 (d, CH), 61.1 (q, OMe), 79.0 (s, tBu), 154.4 (s, CO), 154.8 (s, CO); (R): [α]D
20: 

+ 46.8° (c 0.94, CH2Cl2), (S): [α]D
20: -41.7° (c 0.92, CH2Cl2). 

 

 

 



(R)- or (S)-tert-Butyl (1-(4-isopropylphenyl)-1-oxopropan-2-yl)(methyl)carbamate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This compound was obtained according to a modified literature procedure.4 

 

Preparation of the Grignard reagent: A three-neck round bottom flask equipped with a thermometer, a 

rubber septum, a condenser and a stirring bar was charged with magnesium turnings (1 equiv.), evacuated 

and backfilled with argon using standard Schlenk technique. 1mL of THF was added, followed by a small 

amount of 1-bromo-4-isopropylbenzene until a colour change and exotherm were observed. Then the 

rest of solvent (4 mL to create a 1M solution) was added, followed by dropwise addition of rest of 1-

bromo-4-isopropylbenzene (overall 1 equiv.) and stirred at 50 °C until magnesium fully dissolved. 

tert-Butyl (1-(methoxy(methyl)amino)-1-oxopropan-2-yl)(methyl)carbamate (200 mg, 0.81 mmol, 1 

equiv.) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (5 mL) under argon and cooled to 0°C. Freshly prepared (4-

isopropylphenyl)magnesium bromide (2.5 mL, 2.5 mmol, 3 equiv.) was added dropwise. The reaction was 

stirred at 0°C for 1 hour, then warmed to rt and stirred for additional 30 minutes. When TLC indicated full 

conversion, the reaction was quenched with a saturated aqueous NH4Cl solution (4 mL) and water (8 mL). 

The mixture was extracted wit Et2O (4 x 8 mL), combined organic phases were washed with brine (8 mL), 

dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude product was 

purified by flash column chromatography (LP/EtOAc, 95:5) to afford the title compound as colorless oil in 

80% (R), resp. 72% (S) yield.  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): Mixture of rotamers:  δ 1.26 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H, (CH3)2), 1.34 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 1.8H, 

H3), 1.37 (d, 1.2H, H3), 1.44 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 9H, tBu), 2.64 (s, 1.8H, NMe), 2.78 (s, 1.2H, NMe), 2.95 (q, J = 

6.9 Hz, 1H, CH(CH3)2), 5.20 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 0.4H, H2), 5.68 (q, J = 6.9 Hz, 0.6H, H2), 7.28 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H, 

H2‘, H6‘), 7.89 (dd, J = 35.8, 7.9 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): Mixture of rotamers: δ 13.6 

(q, C3), 13.9 (q, C3), 23.8 (q, (CH3)2), 28.5 (q, tBu), 29.7 (q, NMe), 30.6 (q, NMe), 34.4 (d, CH(CH3)2), 54.5 

(d, C2), 56.8 (d, C2), 80.2 (s, tBu), 80.7 (s, tBu), 126.8 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 128.6 (d, C3‘), 128.9 (d, C5‘), 133.4 (s, 

C1‘), 154.8 (s, C=O / C4‘), 155.6 (s, C=O / C4‘), 199.4 (s, C1); LC-HRMS (ESI): m/z calculated for [M+H+]: 

306.2064, found: 306.2063; (R): [α]D
20: +138° (c 0.81, CH2Cl2), (S): [α]D

20: -114° (c 0.81, CH2Cl2). The 

enantiomeric excess was determined to be 99% (R), resp. 98% (S) by chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak AS-H; 

flowrate 1 ml/min, hexane/EtOH, 99.7/0.3, 25 °C, detection at 254 nm, t(R)= 5.3 min, t(S)=6.2 min). 

 

 



(R)- or (S)-1-(4-iso-Propylphenyl)-2-(methylamino)propan-1-one hydrochlorid (para-iPr-MCAT) 

 

 

 

 

This compound was obtained according to a modified literature procedure.5  

 

In an 8 mL screw-cap vial (R)- or (S)-tertbutyl (1-(4-isopropylphenyl)-1-oxopropan-2-yl)(methyl)carbamate 

(130 mg, 0.49 mmol, 1 equiv.) was dissolved in a minimum amount of dioxane and added dropwise to pre-

cooled solution of 6 M HCl in H2O / dioxane 4 : 1 (2.5 mL; this solution was prepared by mixing 50 mL conc. 

HCl and 20 mL of dioxane and diluting the mixture to 100 mL with deionised water) at 0 °C and stirred 

over night at this temperature. After this time the reaction mixture was extracted with Et2O (2x2 mL) and 

the aqueous layer was evaporated in a stream of pressurized air. The residue was taken up in deionised 

water, filtered and lyophilized which provided the desired product in 52% (R), resp 87% (S) yield as white 

powder. 

 
1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O): δ 1.27 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H, (CH3)2), 1.61 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H, H3), 2.81 (s, 3H, NMe), 

3.05 (q, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H, CH(CH3)2), 5.09 (q, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, H2), 7.55 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, H2‘, H6‘), 7.98 (d, J = 

8.4 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘),13C NMR (101 MHz, D2O): δ 15.4 (q, C3), 22.7 (q, CH3), 22.8 (q, CH3), 30.9 (q, NMe), 

33.9 (d, CH(CH3)2), 59.5 (d, C2), 127.4 (d, C3‘, C5‘), 129.3 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 130 (C1‘), 157.9 (C4‘), 197.1 (C1), LC‐

HRMS (ESI): m/z calculated for [M+H+]: 206.1539, found: 206.1541; (R): [α]D
20: +47° (c 0.79, MeOH), (S): 

[α]D
20: -40° (c 0.85, MeOH), m.p.: decomposition >175°C. The enantiomeric excess was determined to be 

99% (R), resp. 98% (S) by chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak AS-H; flowrate 1 ml/min, n-heptane/i-PrOH/DEA, 

96.9/0.3/0.1, 25 °C, detection at 254 nm, t(R)= 9.7 min, t(S)=6.8 min). 

 

 

1-(4-(Dimethylamino)phenyl)propan-1-ol 

 

 
 

This compound was obtained according to a modified literature procedure.6 

 

A three-neck round bottom flask equipped with a thermometer, a rubber septum and a stirring bar was 

evacuated and backfilled with argon using standard Schlenk technique. Ethylmagnesium bromide (1 M in 



THF, 7.4 mL, 1.1 equiv.) was cooled to 0 °C and 4-(dimethylamino)benzaldehyde (1 g, 6.7 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) 

in THF (6.6 mL) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was allowed to warm to rt and stirred over 

night. After TLC showed full conversion, the reaction was quenched by adding 1 mL of a saturated NH4Cl 

solution. Water (30 mL) was added and aqueous phase was extracted with Et2O (4x30 mL) and EtOAc 

(2x30 mL). The combined organic phases were dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered and the solvent was 

removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified using flash column chromatography (90 g SiO2, 9 g pre-

column, LP/EtOAc, isocratically 85:15) to afford the title compound as pale yellow oil which solidifies when 

stored refrigerated in 87% yield. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 0.90 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H, H3), 1.68 – 1.88 (m, 2H, H2), 2.95 (s, 6H, NMe), 4.49 (t, 

J = 6.7 Hz, 1H, H1), 6.73 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 7.22 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H, H2‘, H6‘). 13C NMR (101 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 10.5 (q, C3), 31.6 (t, C2), 40.9 (q, NMe), 76 (d, C1), 112.7 (d, C3‘, C5‘), 127.1 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 132.8 

(s, C1‘), 150.3 (s, C4‘). 

 

 

1-(4-(Dimethylamino)phenyl)propan-1-one 

 

 

 

This compound was obtained according to a modified literature procedure.7 

 

Preparation of the co-oxidizing agent Mn(OAc)3.2H2O : In a three-neck round bottom flask equipped with 

a thermometer, a rubber septum and a stirring bar Mn(OAc)2.4H2O (6.86 g, 28 mmol, 1 equiv.) was added 

to boiling glacial acetic acid (70 mL). Once most of the material was dissolved, KMnO4 (1.1 g, 7 mmol, 0.25 

equiv.) was added in portions over several minutes. Stirring was maintained at the boiling point for 30 

min. The solution was then cooled to rt and 1.05 mL water was added. Stirring was continued for 

additional 24 hours, after which the dark coloured solution was allowed to stand for 2 days. The product 

was filtered, washed with glacial acetic acid and Et2O, and allowed to air-dry to a constant weight, 

furnishing 5.76 g (77 %) of Mn(OAc)3.2H2O as a dark red solid (decomposition > 120 °C, lit.7: melting point: 

115 °C). 

 

Oxidation: In an open round bottom flask 1-(4-(dimethylamino)phenyl)propan-1-ol (500 mg, 2.79 mmol, 

1 equiv.) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (28 mL) and stirred at rt. Mn(OAc)3.2H2O (1.5 g, 5.58 mmol, 2 equiv.) was 

added in a single portion, followed by the addition of DDQ (126 mg, 0.56 mmol, 20 mol %). The reaction 

progress was monitored by TLC until complete consumption of the starting material was observed (color 

change from dark purple to red brown). After 1 h the reaction mixture was filtered through a pad of Celite, 



washed with a saturated NH4Cl solution and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. The solvent was removed under 

reduced pressure and the crude product was purified by flash column chromatography (30 g SiO2, 

CH2Cl2/EtOAc, isocratically 95:5) to afford the title compound in 88% yield as red solid.  

 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.21 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H, H3), 2.91 (q, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H, H2), 3.05 (s, 6H, NMe), 6.66 

(dd, J = 9.1, 2.1 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 7.85 – 7.93 (m, 2H, H2‘, H6‘), 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 9 (q, C3), 31.1 

(t, C2), 40.2 (q, NMe), 110.8 (d, C3’, C5‘), 125.2 (s, C1‘), 130.3 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 153.4 (s, C4‘), 199.3 (s, C1), m.p: 

104°C. 

2-Bromo-1-(4-(dimethylamino)phenyl)propan-1-one 

 

 

 

This compound was obtained according to a modified literature procedure.8 

A three-neck round bottom flask was evacuated and backfilled with argon using standard Schlenk 

technique. Freshly titrated LDA (0.7 mL, 0.78 M in THF, 1.5 equiv.) was dissolved in THF (1.4 mL) and cooled 

to -78 °C. 1-(4-(Dimethylamino)phenyl)propan-1-one (64 mg, 0.36 mmol, 1 equiv.) was dissolved in THF 

(1.5 mL) and added dropwise to the LDA solution. The mixture was stirred at -78°C for 30 min and warmed 

to 0 °C over 30 min. It was cooled again to -78 °C and NBS (63 mg, 0.35 mmol, 1.25 equiv.) was added. 

After 1 h stirring at this temperature it was slowly warmed to rt and stirred overnight. After TLC showed 

no further conversion, the reaction was quenched with water and extracted with Et2O (4 x 50 mL). The 

combined organic phases were dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered and the solvent was removed under 

reduced pressure. The crude product was purified via flash column chromatography (6.2 g SiO2, DCM/LP, 

isocratically 80:20) to afford the title compound as dark yellow solid in 36% yield. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.88 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H, H3), 3.08 (s, 6H, NMe), 5.28 (q, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H2), 

6.67 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 7.94 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H, H2‘, H6‘), 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 20.7 (q, 

C3), 40.1 (q, NMe), 41.9 (d, C2), 110.9 (d, C3‘, C5‘), 121.6 (s, C1‘), 131.3 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 153.8 (s, C4‘), 191.6 

(s, C1); m.p: 136-138°C.  

 

1-(4-(Dimethylamino)phenyl)-2-(methylamino)propan-1-one hydrochloride (para-NMe2-MCAT) 

 



 

 

This compound was obtained according to a modified literature procedure.9 

 

In an 8 mL screw-cap vial 2-bromo-1-(4-(dimethylamino)phenyl)propan-1-one (30 mg, 0.117 mmol, 1 

equiv.) was dissolved in d6-dichloromethane (1.2 mL) and a solution of methyl amine (33 % in EtOH, 24.2 

µL, 2.2 equiv.) was added dropwise. The mixture was heated to reflux and reaction progress was 

monitored by NMR. Since after 5 h starting material was observed, additional methyl amine (20 µL, 2 

equiv.) was added and the mixture was stirred at rt overnight. After completion of the reaction, the excess 

amount of methyl amine was removed by bubbling argon through the solution. Solvent was added and 

the mixture was extracted with 1 M HCl (0.5 mL, then 0.2 mL, pH = 1). The combined aqueous phases were 

washed with DCM, the aqueous phase was basified with 2 M K2CO3 and extracted twice with DCM, and 

the combined organic phases were washed with brine, dried over anhydrous MgSO4 and filtered in a new 

reaction vial. Ethereal HCl (2 M in Et2O, 89 µL, 1.5 equiv.) was added dropwise after which the product 

precipitated. The solvent was removed in a stream of pressurized air and the residue was taken up in 

deionized water, filtered and lyophilized to afford the title compound in 66% yield as beige solid.  

 
1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O): δ 1.60 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 3H, H3), 2.76 (s, 3H, NMe), 3.12 (s, 6H, N(CH3)2), 4.98 (q, J = 

7.2 Hz, 1H, H2), 6.90 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 7.93 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H, H2‘, H6‘), 13C NMR (101 MHz, D2O): 

δ 16 (q, C3), 31 (q, NMe), 40.1 (q, N(CH3)2), 58.8 (d, C2), 112.5 (d, C3‘, C5‘), 120.6 (s, C1‘), 131.5 (d, C2‘, 

C6‘), 154.3 (s, C4‘), 194.3 (s, C1), LC‐HRMS (ESI): m/z calculated for [M+H+]: 206.1492, found: 207.1496, 

m.p.: decomposition >100°C. 

 

 

1-(4-Nitrophenyl)prop-2-en-1-ol 

 

 

 

This compund was obtained according to a modified literature procedure.10 

A three-neck round bottom flask equipped with a thermometer, a rubber septum and a stirring bar was 

evacuated and backfilled with argon using standard Schlenk technique. It was charged with vinyl 

magnesium bromide (1 M in THF, 1.2 equiv.) and cooled to -78 °C. 4-Nitrobenzaldehyde  (1 g, 6.6 mmol, 



1 equiv.) was dissolved in dry THF (23 mL) and added dropwise to the Grignard reagent. The reaction was 

stirred at –50 °C and the reaction progress was monitored by TLC. After 90 min the reaction was quenched 

with a saturated solution of NH4Cl (4 mL), water was added and the mixture was extracted with EtOAc 

(2x60 mL). The combined organic phases were washed with brine, dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered 

and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified using flash column 

chromatography (flow rate 50 mL/min, 90 g SiO2 with 9 g pre-column , LP/EtOAc, from 95/5 to 50/50 in 

24 min, then 50/50 isocratically for 2 min), yielding 72% of desired compound as light brown crystals. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.13 (s, 1H, OH), 5.27 (dt, J = 10.2, 1.1 Hz, 1H, H3), 5.31 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 1H, 

H1), 5.40 (dt, J = 17.1, 1.2 Hz, 1H, H3), 5.99 (ddd, J = 16.9, 10.2, 6.5 Hz, 1H, H2), 7.55 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H, 

H2‘, H6‘), 8.20 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 74.7 (d, C1), 117 (t, C3), 123.9 

(d, C3‘, C5‘), 127.1 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 139.3 (d, C2), 147.5 (s, C4‘), 149.7 (s, C1‘); m.p:. 56-58°C. 

 

1-(4-Nitrophenyl)propan-1-one 

 

 

 

This compound was obtained according to a modified literature procedure.11 

A round bottom flask was charged with 1-(4-nitrophenyl)prop-2-en-1-ol  (1.347 g, 7.52 mmol, 1 equiv.) 

and K2CO3 (520 mg, 3.76 mmol, 0.5 equiv.), evacuated and backfilled with argon using standard Schlenk 

technique. Acetonitrile (20 mL) and the ruthenium catalyst (114 mg, 3 mol %) were added under inert 

atmosphere in glove box and the mixture was heated to reflux for 1 h. After this time it was allowed to 

cool to rt and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified via flash column 

chromatography (flow rate 50 mL/min, 90 g SiO2 with 9 g pre-column LP/EtOAc 95/5 isocratically for 6 

min, then 90/10 isocratically for 38 min) to afford the title compound in 82% yield as yellow solid. 

 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.24 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H, H3), 3.05 (q, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H, H2), 8.10 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 

2H, H2‘, H6‘), 8.29 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8 (q, C3), 32.6 (t, C2), 123.9 

(d C3‘, C5‘), 129.1 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 141.4 (s, C1‘), 150.3 (s, C4‘), 199.2 (s, C1); m.p.: 86-88°C. 

 

 

2-Bromo-1-(4-nitrophenyl)propan-1-one 

 

 



 
 

 

A three-neck round-bottom flask was evacuated and backfilled with argon using standard Schlenk 

technique. Bromine (0.35 mL, 6.84 mmol, 1.2 equiv.) was dissolved in CCl4 (4.5 mL) and a solution of 1-(4-

nitrophenyl)propan-1-one (1.03 g, 5.7 mmol, 1 equiv.) in CCl4 (7.5 mL) was added. The mixture was stirred 

at rt and the reaction progress was monitored by TLC. After 2 h the reaction was quenched with a 10 % 

solution of Na2S2O3 (10 mL) and extracted with DCM (3 x 15 mL). The combined organic phases were dried 

over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The crude product was purified 

through flash column chromatography (flow rate 50 mL/min, 90 g SiO2 with 9 g pre-column, DCM/LP, 

isocratically 40:60) to afford the title compound in 57% yield as a yellow oil.  

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.94 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H, H3), 5.25 (q, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H, H2), 8.18 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 

2H, H2‘, H6‘), 8.34 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 19.9 (q, C3), 41.5 (d, C2), 

124 (d, C3‘, C5‘), 130.1 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 138.9 (s, C1‘), 150.7 (s, C4‘), 191.8 (s, C1). 

 

 

2-(Methylamino)-1-(4-nitrophenyl)propan-1-one hydrochloride (para-NO2-MCAT) 

 

 

 

 

In a round bottom flask 2-bromo-1-(4-nitrophenyl)propan-1-one  (812 mg, 3.15 mmol, 1 equiv.) was 

dissolved in DCM (31 mL) and a solution of methyl amine (33 % in EtOH, 1.18 mL, 4 equiv.) was added 

dropwise. The reaction was stirred at rt for 2 h after which most of the starting material was converted 

(according to NMR). The reaction mixture was extracted with 1 M HCl (3 x 4 mL, pH=1). The combined 

aqueous phases were washed with DCM (20 mL) and the aqueous phase was basified with K2CO3 (2 M, 8 

mL). The aqueous phase was extracted with DCM (3 x 40 mL), the combined organic phases were dried 

over anhydrous MgSO4 and filtered into a new reaction vessel.  Ethereal HCl (2 M solution in Et2O, 10 mL, 

6 equiv.) was added dropwise after which the product precipitated. The solvent was removed under in a 

stream of pressurized air and the residue was washed with Et2O, taken up in deionized water, filtered and 

lyophilized to afford the title compound in 50% yield as a beige solid.  

 
1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O): δ 1.64 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H, H3), 2.85 (s, 3H, NMe), 5.18 (q, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, H2), 8.24 

(d, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H, H2‘, H6‘), 8.44 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H, H3‘, H5‘), 13C NMR (101 MHz, D2O): δ 14.71 (q, C3), 



30.90 (q, NMe), 60.02 (d, C2), 124.25 (d, C3‘, C5‘), 130.13 (d, C2‘, C6‘), 137.12 (s, C1‘), 150.99 (s, C4‘), 

196.21 (s, C1); LC‐HRMS (ESI): m/z calculated for [M+H+]: 208.0848, found: 209.093; m.p.: decomposition 

>178°C.  

 



1.2 Docking and conformer clustering of MCAT and CF 3-MCAT into SERT and DAT  

 
Binding site residues for hSERT and hDAT in S1: 
hSERT: 95, 96, 98, 169, 172, 173, 175, 176, 335, 336, 338, 341, 438, 439, 442, 443, 497, 501 
hDAT: 76, 77, 78, 79, 148, 149, 152, 153, 155, 156, 157, 320-323, 326, 328, 422, 423, 426, 427, 480, 484 
 
Induced-fit docking results: Number of poses from induced-fit docking, number of clusters calculated, 
number of poses in most populated clusters:  

 
hSERT-CF3 hSERT-MCAT hDAT-CF3 hDAT-MCAT 

poses 65 72 64 69 

clusters 6 10 8 13 

biggest cluster 56 34 28 25 

 

Conformer clustering results: average docking scores from induced-fit score (IFD), glide gscore and glide 
emodel score including standard deviations (SD): 
 

hSERT-CF3 hSERT-MCAT hDAT-CF3 hDAT-MCAT 

avg IFD (SD) -20175 (9) -20157 (14) -17878 (7) -17871 (7) 

avg gscore (SD) -8,1 (0,3) -6,5 (0,5) -7,6 (0,5) -6,7 (0,3) 

avg emodel (SD) -55,5 (2,5) -42,7 (3,0) -50,9 (4,2) -47,1 (2,9) 

Important: all computational scores always account only for one protein and can never be compared to 
a different one, therefore we only compare the ranking of the ligands in hSERT separately from hDAT. 
The generally lower values in hDAT might come for example from the fact that the protein structure 
used is a homology model whereas hSERT is an high resolution X-ray structure (PDB 5I71, 3.15 
Angstrom). 
 

1.3 MMGBSA (Molecular Mechanics Generalized Born Surface Area) calculations  

Complexes of the best scored poses according to emodel and glide gscore and their binding energies 
(kcal/mol). The pose of hSERT-MCAT and hDAT-CF3 are the same according to both scores. 

 

pose best score MMGBSA ΔG bind 

hSERT-CF3 -8,6 gscore -74,25 

hSERT-MCAT -7,3 gscore -65,23 

hDAT-MCAT -7,4 gscore -84,18 



hDAT-CF3 -8,6 gscore -76,02 

hSERT-CF3 -61,6 emodel -75,00 

hSERT-MCAT -47,6 emodel -65,23 

hDAT-MCAT -53,6 emodel -83,61 

hDAT-CF3 -59,6 emodel -76,02 

Important: all computational energies always account only for one protein and can never be compared 
to a different one, therefore we only compare the ranking of the ligands in hSERT separately from hDAT. 
These energy values are not supposed to present real binding affinities, but provide a reliable ranking of 
the binding energies to different ligands within one protein binding pocket. 
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